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The Deloro, Group I property is approximately 9 miles south of the town of Timmins in the southwest portion of Deloro Township and approximately one and a half miles north of the four mile point of the south township line. The prop erty measures three quarters of a mile east to west and from one quarter to one half a mile north to south, and includes four claims, Nos. 36675 -6 -7 -8. These were staked because of their situation on an aeromagnetically indicated peridotite belt.

A ground magnetic survey was carried out while the geological survey was under way. The time spent on the latter survey by the writer was approximately six days. Mapping was carried out by plotting outcrops as found and their relationship to chained picket lines determined by pace and compass method. A helper was used for one day.

The area is within easy access from Tiomins by means of a paved road from Timmins to Buffalo Ankerite mine, from which place a grovel road extends to the south end of MacKay Lake, and from here to the property a sand road which is also the route to Papakameka Lake and Wicks Lumber camp just north of Parting Lake. The closest settlement is Buffalo Ankerite Mine townsite approximately 5 miles to the north.

SUMMARY A!D CONCLUSIONS

Topographical features appear to suggest little in the possibilities of outcrop exposures.

Geological investigation revealed the presence of two Keweenawan diabase dykes, possibly Algoman feldspar porphyry, Haileyburian intrusives-peridotite and a rock type tentatively classified as talcose pyroxenite, and Keewatin-iron formation and volcanics (andesitic lava).

The peridotite body is roughly one hundred feet by one hundred and fifty on surface exposure, it is fine grain, relatively massive, dark green, and only very slightly fractured. Only one short stringer (l foot) of 1/16" fibre (asbestos) was observed with a few other fractures appearing to be filled with a soft light greenish, to hard greenish fibrous nature material, believed to be the initial stages of serpentine alteration. The lack of extensive fracturing and alteration at surface suggest the improbability of asbestos fibre of economic value. Quartz stringers of barren white quartz are fairly plentiful in the volcanics and iron formation. A sample of the latter, mineralized with disseminated pyrite was sent in for assay and a "nil" value was reported.

TOPOGRAPHY

Significant topographical features are lacking with area consisting mainly of low sand hills and intervening swamp. The western portion of the group including the two western claims is in the more elevated section with an outcrop sandy ridge occurring, while the eastern and southern portion is mainly a. swamp area. The
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eastern portion is therefore to be noted for the lack of outcrops, while in the west all the recorded outcrops are located, mainly in the vicinity of a northeasterly trending diabase outcropping ridge. It is on either side of this ridge that the various other rock types occur. To the north of the ridge, surface topography slopes gently into a dry swamp region, while to the south into a gentle flat lying wooded sandy area.

DESCRIPTION OF FORMATIONS

Table of Formations;

Keweenawan - Diabase dykes. 
Algoman? - Acid dyke (porphyry ?) Haileyburian- Basic Intrusives - peridotite.

- talcose pyroxenite. Keewatin - Iron formation.
- Volcanics - andesitic with pillow indication, and shearing.

Keewatin;

The Keewatin intermediate flows occur in outcrops in the two western claims of the group in a narrow belt along the north edge and in contact with the north easterly trending diabase dyke. The belt enters the west claim in the vicinity of the northeast corner of claim 36676.

The lavas are predominantly andesitic in nature with massive pillow lava in the westernmost outcrop. Here flattened elongated pillows striking S 85C E and dipping 650 S have tops interpreted as being to the south.
To the northeast pillow features if present are destroyed by what appears to slight shearing. A schistose-like rock with striae or slickenside features charac terize the greenstone. It is light green and soft, with a definite surface line ation of S 850 E. As the north contact of the diabase dyke is approached, the schistose-like nature and light colour disappear and the lava becomes more massive, with a darker colour and an aphanitic grain. This change is believed to be due to alteration effects on the greenstone caused by diabasic intrusion.
Only one outcrop of possible andesitic lava was located south of the north diabase dyke, just north of that which is considered ae porphyry. Here an aphanitic, reddish tinged dark altered phase occurs presumably in close proximity to the south contact of the diabase.

Two outcrops immediately south of the latter were first considered as possibly a porphyritic andesite but the presence of small rounded light coloured feldspar (whitish green) in a similar matrix suggest a porphyry.
A black, basic looking, fine grain, heavy, slightly magnetic, massive rock exposure was located just south of the southern boundary of the western claim. Minor fracturing trending S850 E was observed and on fresh surface of specimens taken,narrow wavy light greenish one eighth inch stringers-like alteration material occurred. Doubt exists as to whether this is a volcanic or a finer grain phase of the peridotite body to the north since the outcrop off the northwest side of the peridotite body which is considered as a fine grain phase off the north side of the peridotite resembles this black basic rock type.
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Ircn Formation;

One outcrop of definite iron formation was located in the eastern section of the west outcrop exposure area. It appears to occur just off the north edge of the north diabase dyke, with iron occurring as thin bands approximately 1/8 - 1/4" wide and associated with 1/2 to l" bands of very fine grain quartz or siliceous material. The outcrop was badly stained with a brown rusty weathering and whole rock quite shattered. Associated with quartz as a fracture coating was disseminated pyrite. An outcrop of andesite, massive, fractured, to the west and slightly east off line 36 had within it wavy pinching and swelling, intrusive-like narrow bands (l foot - 2 feet), highly magnetic bluish black material which is believed might possibly represent iron formation. The lack of banding however raises doubt whether it is true iron formation.

Haileyburian;

Basic intrusives ara represented by peridotite and a rock tentatively classi fied as talcose pyroxenite 0

The peridotite is a fine grain, relatively massive greenish to black rock with reddish tinges in places, and has the typical brown soft weathered surface. It occurs in the west claira of the group just off the south edge of the diabase dyke. The outcrop exposure is rather prominent mound rising out of relatively flat surroundings and measures roughly 100 feet by 150 feet. Fracturing has been slight, and what does occur trends in an E-U pattern. One stringer of 1/16" asbestos fibre was observed measuring about one foot in length, and scattered sparsely were other 1/16" short stringers with what appears to be a fibrous hard, green material believed to be serpentine. Alteration alon? these fractures was little advanced. Specimens collected from this peridotite body were found to be only very slightly'magnetic. Two diamond drill holes, believed to be of the X-ray type we're located 100 feet west of line 32*OOW at 10*003, on the northeast side of the outcrop, ^heir bearing was north with an approximate dip of 55C I', and couth with an approximate dip of 450 S respectively. The two holes were observed to be two feet apart. No further inform ation was obtainable. Just off the northwest edge of the peridotite outcrop and 850'S on line 36*OOU and 150' E a fine grain, bluish to blackish green rock*type was observed in an outcrop. As mentioned previously it is considered as being a fine grain contact phase of the peridotite.

Talcose Pyroxenite;

A small outcrop of possible intrusive material was observed approximately two hundred feet east of line 36+OOW and 6*OOS. It consisted of a medium to coarse grain, light whitish green rock type with a somewhat talcose appearance and nature. On weathered surface it was a mottled grrey-black with the black areas being represented by short stubby crystals with indications of striae along their length. On fresh surface these crystals vere a greenish to brown green in colour, somewhat radiating habit, and altered to the talcose material, and were observed to be soft on fresh surface while considerably harder (4) in the weathered surface. The talcose material defines the characteristic lineation feature and trend dn a S 850 E direction with steep dip. Specimens taken wore found to be non-magnetic and negative to the HC1 test. For convenience the rock is considered a talcose pyroxenite.
Algoman;

Two outcrops on line 28+OOW and at 10*003 are considered to be a type of
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Algoman porphyry although some doubt exists as to their true nature. Specimens taken reveal small whitish green rounded feldspar in a fine grain licht green matrix very similar to the phanocrysts. Quartz appears to be lacking or very scarce. Only a slight indication of lineation is present being expressed by the matrix so that on the weathered and fresh surface a fairly massive texture exist.
Keweenawan:

The Keweenawan is represented by two diabase dykes, a north one and a south one. The outcrop exposure area of the north dyke is fairly extensive in length across the two west claims and is roughly one hundred and fifty feet wide. It trends in a N 600 E direction, entering the west claim in the vicinity of the south- west corner. It is along the acl^-e of this disbnse that most of the other rock types were located. The south diabase dyke occurs on line 16+OOVJ at 20*003 in a fairly- flat area.

STRUCTURE

The chief structural feature observed was the persistent S 850 E lineation trend. This trend corresponds with the strike of the massive pillow lava and it is possible that this is likewise the formational trend of the area. Schistose- like features in the more lineated lava su.'gest effects of slight shearing in a S S50 F, direction.

MINEE.ALIZATION

No mineralization of economic importance was found to be present. The perid otite body appeared to lack the necessary fracturing and alteration for the develop ment of fibre. The iron formation was sampled for gold but a "nil" value was returned by Swastika Laboratories. Several quartz stringers were located in the volcanics with a strike in the direction of the lineation but all proved to be barren and to consist of white quartz. Exploration trenches and pits were found to be numerous in the vicinity of these stringers and also in the deeper portions of the overburden.

J. A.
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Four claims were staked by the Dominion Gulf Company, in ueioro 

Porcupine Mining Division, in June 1951. The claim group had been extensively 

prospected, previous to Dominion Gulf's acquisition of the claims, sever
al 

trenches having been dug, and at least two diamond drill holes sunk. Mineral 

ization on the claim group consists of narrow asbestos stringers in the 
perid 

otite, and sulphides in the fractured iron formation.

A ground magnetometer survey was proposed, its purpose being to delineate 

the structural relationships between the rocks of the area. A fair percentage 

of outcrop is present in the western portion of the claim group, but the
 eastern 

part is largely swamp covered, with no outcrop appearing. An attempt was there 

fore made to extrapolate rock boundaries from the outcrop area into the 
swamp area,

An Askania Schmidt- type magnetic balance, having a sensitivity of about 
25 

gammas per scale division, was used in the survey. Basic coverage consisting of 

picket lines 400 feet apart, and a station interval of 100 feat was obta
ined. 

In anomalous areas, picket lines 200 feet apart and a station interval o
f 25 feet 

were added. In all, a total of 475 stations were observed on 6.19 miles of pic 

ket line.

The magnetic data sere observed and reduced by a Dominion Gulf Company m
ag 

netometer crew, and then transmitted to the Toronto office of the Domini
on Gulf 

Company for further processing and interpretation. The basic data together with 

isomagnetic contours and interpretation are presented on a map at a scal
e of l 

inch equals 400 feet accompanying this report.

INTERPRETATION

A broad magnetically uniform belt covers most of the northern and centra
l 

portion of the claims. Outcrop indicates that this belt corresponds to andesitic 

flows. Cutting the magnetically uniform belt, in the western and southern porti
ons 

of the claim block are magnetic anomalies of high intensity, which outcro
p suggests 

correspond to a peridotite intrusive. Outcrops indicate the presence of two dia 

base dykes on the claim group, The more northerly dyke striking north 600 east 

is indicated by a 100 garama high cutting across the lava series, and by 
an off 

setting of the peridotite intrusive. Apparently this dyke is occupying an old 

fault acne, the movement on which was about 400 feet north side east. The south 

ern dyke, on the other hand is represented by a zone of magnetic lows, c
utting 

the anomalous mass of peridotites in the south-east corner of the claim 
block, 

and striking about north 750 east.

Between line 16 west and line 20 west a small outcrop of shattered iron 

formation was found. Extending this band along the geologically determined reg 

ional strike of south 850 east, it will be noticed that it conforms to a
 oagnotic 

low on line 16 west. 1'his may be correlated with an otherwise unexplainable 500 

gamma low on line 20 west immediately south of the diabase dyke. In addition the 

movement involved is about the same as that indicated to the west.
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The geologic history of the area may thus be summarized. A belt of andesitic 

flows and iron formation, striking south 850 east, were intruded by peridotite. 

Following the peridotite intrusion at least one fault cut the area, striking north 

600 east, and shoving a movement of north side east about 400 feet. During Keween 

awan time this fault and possibly another fracture zone to the south, were filled 

with diabase.

Economic possibilities in the area are probably limited to sulphide deposition 

in the fractured iron formation, and asbestos in the peridotites, near the diabase 

dykes, the presumption being that the diabase is filling old fracture zones. 

Present geological information is not encouraging regarding either of these pos 

sibilities .

J. H. KATCLIFFE
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